Training Manual for the Livescribe Echo Smartpen

Smartpen #:_______________
Setting up your Smartpen

*Make sure to not skip pages unless informed it is an option*

1. Plug in your Smartpen into your computer by using the provided USB Cable

2. Take your pen cover off, open up your Livescribe notebook and then using the inside cover indicate if you are right or left handed

3. Set the day and time of your pen
How to record and play back notes using your pen

1. Hit the record button on the bottom of the notebook page when you are ready to start.

Looking for the Menu button? This is it, however, it may look a little different depending on the notebook.

2. Make a note on your page. (Example: Remember this for the test)

3. Hit the stop button when you are done with the recording.

Want to pause the recording? You can also hit the pause button if you want to stop the recording momentarily and then add to the recording by hitting record again.

4. You can replay the recording by clicking on that part of your notes with your pen.
Using more than one notebook? If you are using multiple Smartpen Notebooks make sure to hit the gray tap here sticker on the front of each book before you start taking and/or review your notes.

How to download Echo Desktop

2. Indicate what type of desktop you have. (This handout guide is using the example of windows 7&8 or higher).

Allow the program to run
3. Once the program is installed search for ECHO Desktop in your start menu search bar
4. **Using the USB charger, plug your pen into your computer.**
5. **If prompted, name your smartpen and click OK**

6. **Click Register**
7. Follow the steps to create an account

HELPFUL NOTE
Do I need to create an account? You do not need to create an account if you will only be using ECHO Desktop on the same computer at all times. If that is the case you can hit cancel.

8. Your pen will start downloading your material
How to review your notes on ECHO Desktop

1. Click on Audio

2. To see AND hear the audio associated with that note click on the letter page button next to the recording

Want to give the recording a different name? Simply right click on the recording under where it says session name. Then click rename in the drop down menu.
3. A picture of the note will be on the screen and the words will come into focus as the audio progresses.

Here are the controls to play, stop, replay, and control the speed of the note.

If you would like further assistance with setting up your smart pen Office for Students with Disabilities (OSD) does offer one-on-one basic training sessions upon request.

To schedule an appointment please call: 952-358-8625

**For further information please see the Resources List on the next page**
Resource List

Echo Smartpen Main Page
- This is the link you would click to start downloading Echo Desktop
- A basic intro video is also available at this link

Helpful youtube video that will cover the basics on how to use the Echo smartpen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFCeqSggo2Y

Official Echo smartpen introduction video from Livescribe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqRiLCwL48c

Search page of pre-answered questions about the Echo Smartpen
https://livescribe.custhelp.com/app/answers/topic/p/3

Customer Support Main Page
https://livescribe.custhelp.com/app/home

Link to printable Smartpen paper, wifi printed control sheet, and settings sheet